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INTRODUCTION
This year, despite many obstacles, is very successful in the project. Covid‘s spree of international and national pharmaceutical mafia earnings
has not stopped, but we have decided to continue
regardless of what anyone dictates us. It could be
said that the human interest in preserving nature
is fully sufficient to support already functioning
projects, and there is still time and funding for the
development of new activities.
The Slovak monitoring program Eye of the Bear
is running at full speed, Sumatra is maintained in
full activity of the Green Life project, while Blue
Life is still in decline due to personnel and financial deficiencies. Our big initiative was also aimed at
creating a new project Green Life and The Eye of
the Jaguar in Costa Rica, and to our great joy, we
finally managed to launch the Eye of the Gorilla
monitoring program in DR Congo in Africa.
So, let‘s see what happened from April to September.
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LAUNCH OF THE JUSTICE FOR NATURE CLUB
In June 2021, a highly successful Green Life Party in
the Vysočina finally took place, where 105 people
came with full energy. It was at big spring meeting
of fans of the Forest for Children that the creation of
the Justice for Nature club, which Alena Bendová took
over, was officially announced.
The JfN Club is responsible for supporting the operation of the Prales association for children in the Czech
Republic, i.e., actually those costs that people and
companies usually do not want to support. It is as if
they do not realize that without team members working part-time or full-time, projects can no longer be
tightened. The cost of project activities is increasing,
and with this the number of people should increase or
a few pullers should simply be paid.

We firmly believe that the JfN club will meet
our expectations, because membership in the
JfN club, CZK 2,000 per member, can significantly help the running of the Forest Association for children. We have prepared interesting discounts for members, both on our
e-shop and among partners who have also
joined JfN. An exception is not even a discount
on volunteer programs organized by us or
special events for members only
More about JfN Club here.
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BOSQUE PARA LOS NINOS
IS OFFICIAL AND HAS A RESERVATION
When we arrived to Costa Rica in January 2021 to start the Eye of the Jaguar monitoring program, we would never have dreamed that six months later we would
have an official branch of the Forest for Children in Central America called Bosque
para los Niños and the 95-hectare Green Life II Private Reserve.
In June, our branch was finally registered, which, at the same time as the creation, took under its wing a reservation of 95 hectares, for which we were provided
with funds by an enlightened donor, as well as at the expense of setting up a
branch or buying a used Toyota Hilux car from 1995 for project purposes there.
The reservation is located in the mountains at 1250 m above sea and without an
off-road vehicle, the availability and any organization of project activities would
be unrealistic.
What can I say? Perhaps the best solution to see the uniqueness of our next
unique project for the protection of rainforest and endangered species of animals
in Central America is to arrive there for a volunteer program or to become a partner of the Green Life – Costa Rica project.
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CONSTRUCTION OF A VOLUNTEER
CENTRE IN COSTA RICA
Protecting forests in the form of buying
and subsequent security of the reserve
is our area. Experience from Sumatra
also brought us to Costa Rica, where we
bought 95 hectares of forest with two
cottages. This allowed us to live and
work on the site, including the opening
of the 0th volunteering programme in
summer 2021.

While it took us almost 10 years to redeem the first 100
hectares in Sumatra, in Costa Rica it was a lightning bolt
event, six months after the intention was announced. It took
7 years to build a base in Sumatra called Tiger House, while in
Costa Rica it was done within two months of the purchase of
the land. Construction started in May, although the land was
only ours from July. At the end of September, our volunteer
centre is built and awaits the new story of Green Life – Costa
Rica. So, what does it look like?
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Accommodation is prepared for 12 volunteers +
one room for members of the Forest Association
for children. On the upper large terrace there is a
bar, seating area and two hammocks. We still need
to complete the solar system so that the place can
be lit up by beginning of December, to recharge
cameras, mobile phones, projector or rechargeable AA batteries into trail cameras. Right next to
the centre there is a new sanitary facility, i.e., two
showers and two flushing ceramic toilets. There are
still two original showers and two toilets, the other
in the old cottage where the kitchen and dining
room were built, and there is also one guest room
with two two-storey beds. Drinking water is from
springs, duct water is taken from a large rainwater
tank, into which water is seduced by rhines from
the roof of the building. The centre is just finished,
and from December, it‘s just going to get better.
The environmental cinema will be a great highlight,
which will become the main strength of educational
programs.
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LAUNCH OF ZERO VOLUNTEERING
PROGRAMMES
When we arrived in Costa Rica at the end of June and saw a
volunteer centre under construction with accommodation for
people due to arrive in a few days, we got a bit stuck there. We
knew there would still be tents to sleep in, but we were still
hoping that the rooms would be ready.

The volunteers who arrived at the beginning
of July did not have it easy, but they had information in advance about what they were
getting into, that is, it would be a bit spartan
conditions. We had a lot of work to do at the
centre, cutting, grinding, wearing planks, digging canals, but also cutting paths and very
important starting monitoring with trail
cameras in our reservation and then also in
the reservations of La Marta and El Copal.
Until that rainy season, which left us in no
doubt about what real air humidity was, including very heavy tropical rain. Everything
got wet and conditions to dry was bad. Just
another mountainous, foggy rainforest.
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Luckily, it used to be sunny during morning, and it wasn‘t until after lunch that it
often turned to rain. The first group had
a rather rough finish, including, unending
heavy rain. Luckily, we made it a bit more
special with a trip to the thermal baths in
Orosi, or trips to the forest or trips to the
local Jabali pub in Pejibaya.
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The second group had it much easier, as
they had already been accommodated in rooms where they slept in beds with mattresses. This tour mainly was napping, also
squeaking paths, and helping with a lot of
finishing work on the construction of the
centre. Finally, the monitoring got underway, we cleared the trail between Green Life
II and El Copal, so that volunteers could then
go on expeditions to the forest on their own
along a clear path.
Both 0th volunteer tours have significantly
helped us complete the volunteer centre,
which will be officially opened from December 2021. Thank you all for your participation and help!
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AMBASSADORS
FOR THE OCEAN
This great vision began at the end of January 2021, when we were thinking about
working together to protect the underwater world in cooperation with rangers on
Caño Island, Costa Rica. Then the idea came, that we could buy the adventure expedition, educational and monitoring ship that docked at Puntarenas, but instead
it turned out that its technical condition would be more of a risk than a dream project. This was followed by a call from Sea Shepherd‘s ex-director for Central America,
Jorge Serendero, who was interested in our participation in the Ambassadors for the
Oceans project vision, which really enthused us, and we went into it dazzled by the
Sea Shepherd flag flying over his house. Contracts, agreements, conditions and rules,
including a cooperation agreement between The Forest children and the For the Oceans Foundation, and subsequently with the government, were gradually addressed.
However shortly after, doubts began to arise, for
we had a little look under the lid of Jorge‘s plans,
which, in our view, swam on the water, especially
in conjunction with the cost of the project and the
real chance to finance it all. Given the fact that we
got a unique support opportunity from Monaco,
we knew there was a chance to get the whole
project back on its feet, but then the question
was whether we could keep it on its feet. In September, we submitted to Jorge the condition that
all funds that Forest receives for the AfO project
and the assets that are bought for them will be
written to the Forest for Children, and similarly
the For the Oceans Foundation‘s contributions
to the joint project will be written to FtOF, which
would also apply to joined decision on project activities.
Jorge denied this condition, which was a red flag
and a warning to us. In the end, it turned out
that he wanted absolute control over any move
by the AfO, which meant great and fundamental
restrictions for us and literally censorship of our
actions, which was unacceptable. Knowing that
everything we get for the AfO project would be
written exclusively to the For the Oceans Foundation was ultimately unacceptable, because any
future problem would very easily put us out of
the project.
A few days before the flight, we presented Jorge
with our current terms of cooperation, which
were ultimately rejected by him, and with that his
cooperation was undone. However, our visions
continue, but we will not get ahead of ourselves.
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EYE OF THE JAGUAR
During this year, the Forest Society was able to expand its
monitoring programme to Rainforest for children and its
Monitoring Project Eye of the Earth again with the Eye of
the Jaguar in Costa Rica.
In February 2021, we installed 60 UV 595 HD and Predator trail cameras in the terrain of the Corcovado and
ASG Guanacaste (Santa Rosa, Guanacaste and Viejo de la
Vieja) national park. These trail cameras mainly monitor
American jaguars in cooperation with scientists from the
NAMÁ Conservation NGOs, who send us regularly selected data.
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In July 2021, together with volunteers, we deployed another 22 trail
cameras, 9 of them in the Green Life
II Reserve, 3 on the ridge of the Misty Mountains above the reserve at
1400-1600 m above sea level. There
are also 5 trail cameras in the La Marta Reserve and another 5 in El Copal
reserve. We had to take the last trail
cameras back to the Czech Republic
with technical defects for complaints.
However, this is far from over.
During two months of intensive
monitoring, we have American cougars, big ocelots, margay and oncilla
wild cats, long-tailed and tree-tailed
steels. Of the feline beasts, in the
second part of the monitoring in the
area near Tapanti National Park, we
are missing only the American jaguar,
i.e., the king of the American wilderness. The gem of the Green Life reserve is a monitored tapir. armadillos,
aguti, or forest rabbits and squirrels
are commonly found on our records.
A novelty of the Eye of the Jaguar is
the launch of monitoring in Tapanti
national park from December 2021,
where 20 trail cameras should be involved, which we need to get by the
end of November.
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We would like to ask you to support this
unique monitoring mission, which you can
participate not only as trail cameras sponsors, but also as volunteers.
Come in person or support the monitoring
mission financially through our DARUJME
portal. CZ once or permanently. Even a little
help counts, and every drop is important for
nature conservation. Thanks.
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THE EYE OF THE GORILLA
IN DR CONGO
When we presented the Eye of the Earth monitoring project at the 9th International Ranger Federation in Nepal in 2019, the first interest in cooperation came from DR Congo from CAF Congo, represented at the congress
by Jean Claude Ndakasi.
Cooperation with the Kisimba Ikobo primate reserve and the Tayna reserve was agreed after the monitoring began, but at the last minute J.
C. Ndakasi moved it elsewhere, questioning the work of these reserves
and parks. Unaware of the local processes and trust in J. C. Ndakasi, we
agreed and in September 2020 sent 12 photo traps from Uganda to the
DR Congo, where in 2019 we provided photo traps for rhino monitoring
in the Ziwa Rhino Sanctuary, but where photo traps were no longer used.
We had a volunteer from the Czech Republic deliver 10 protective metal
boxes, locks, SD cards and AA batteries. The support also included financial support for the purchase of GPS navigation. Everything was ready to
go and we were waiting for December for the first promised shots from
the photo traps.

However, nothing arrived in December, only a number of excuses, and
the it continued similarly for another
three months. Then we found out that
everything was completely different,
and on the part of J. C. Ndakasi it was
only one big trick for our organization
and supporters. We contacted Alain
Mitond of Kisimba Ikobo in a flash and
agreed on cooperation there on monitoring, with the plan that we withdraw from the cooperation with CAF
Congo and J. C. Ndakasi.
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After a long time of dragging, we finally managed to get 8 photo traps, which
finally went to the Kisimba Ikobo reservation. Some of the equipment was lost
in the hands of J. C. Ndakasi. We have written an extensive complaint to IRF
President Chris Galliers and Africa Delegate Amon Koutou, drawing attention
to the bizarre practices of CAF Congo and J. C. Ndakasi. The IRF was looking into
the situation and, according to our information, stopped CAF Congo support.
We told A. Mitondo that they had three months to prove that they were credible
partners for further monitoring cooperation, and that it was not possible to talk
about further support until then.

To our delight, in August 2021, the first
long desired footage from the Eye of the
Gorilla program from UV 595 HD photo traps came, and we thus had enough information for the decision to support the Eye of
the Gorilla in further development.
In October 2021, we will send 10 new UV
595 HD photo traps with boxes and accessories to DR Congo to the Kisimba Ikobo
Reserve, including 5-6 tents from HUSKY
for rangers for the purpose of patrol service
in protection of gorillas. From the footage
that will be sent to us, we will help Kisimba Ikobo with the creation of promotional
videos for the public and addressing potential donors. We firmly believe that this
time it will work and Africa will regain our
lost trust.
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EYE OF THE BEAR

AND VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS IN SLOVAKIA
During June to September, three volunteer programs took place in Slovakia,
which significantly helped with the monitoring program Eye of the Bear
and not only that. It was a tough summer, during which we finished a lot of
work and at the same time began to draw plans for the upcoming months.
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In addition to daily monitoring events focusing
on the control of photo traps and the registration of residence signs, we also devoted our
volunteers to the detection of illegal activities
and introduced them to the issue of feeding.
Each tour includes evening screenings, lectures and discussions led by our monitoring
team, always on a different topic related to
our activities.
During the summer, a thorough mapping of
the migration corridor between the Štiavnica Mountains Protected Landscape Area and
the Kremnica Mountains in the vicinity of the
bridge structures over the Hron River also began. As a part of this mapping, residence signs
were documented and several photo traps
were installed, which will be inspected significantly more often than others in the Kremnica
Mountains.

The September volunteer tour was a great help for us more
than ever. Our attention is now primarily focused on mapping
the already mentioned migration corridor, which the volunteers
also helped us with during the week. During the inspection of
the photo traps in the area where the construction of the fenced
fields is planned, a wolf (Canis lupus) also appeared to us for the
very first time. This is a very valuable result in the monitoring
of this site. The latest information suggests that west of this
location, a bear was knocked down and killed by a car near the
village of Stará Kremnička, where we assume the existence of
the mentioned migration corridor. We are gradually collecting
all this data and preparing for further arguments regarding the
construction of fenced fields.
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Last but not least, the Forest for Children association participated
in documenting the location where a Bear Detention Center could
be established in the future, where it would be possible to place, for example, orphaned bear cubs before being released back
into the wild, or otherwise injured or handicapped bears. From this
position, in cooperation with the Brown Bear Intervention Team,
we created a short information video, which became part of the
opinion for the Ministry of the Environment and should be made
available to the Minister of the Environment himself.
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Negotiations on the monitoring of
bears and wolves in the Štiavnica
Mountains Protected Landscape
Area also succeeded, so it seems
that we will mediate this monitoring for SOP SR with our photo traps and thus contribute our work to
the creation of a wildlife care plan
in this protected area.
As for the results from the photo
traps themselves, we have had several successes. In the area where
the construction of a fenced game
reserve is still planned, we recorded the movement of the brown
bear (Ursus arctos) for the fourth
time chronologically, which is very
valuable and high quality data for
us (but also for the SOP SR, which
is trying to enforce a ban on the
construction of this game reserve)
which we immediately handed over
to the relevant collaborators from
the Štiavnica Mountains Protected
Landscape Area administration.
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September was held in the spirit of operations
with the Intervention Team, routine anti-poaching patrols and another successful volunteer
tour. At the beginning of the month, another search operation took place in cooperation with the
Brown Bear Intervention Team. This time it was a
situation where a car collided with a bear, which
escaped after the incident. Our task was to find
this bear in a wide range from the place of the
collision, find out the severity of the injuries and
proceed according to them. Our team was on the
heels of the Intervention Team with a photo and a
video camera, documenting the whole event and
at the same time helping with the search. Even
with the help of search dogs, the bear could not
be found, even within a several kilometers of the
crash site. This means that the injuries were most
likely not so serious as to endanger the movement of the bear in question and therefore its life.
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BEAR TEAM
The brown bear is now the number one social
issue in Slovakia. It should be noted that this
is a strongly polarizing topic, which divides
the general public into two camps. Regulate
or protect? This is probably the basic question
that defines this topic, and which mixes through the various layers of society, from conservationists to hunters. Maybe the right question is not really „How many bears are there in
Slovakia?“ But rather „How many of them are
really problematic?“. Jaroslav Slašťan, head of
the Brown Bear Intervention Team, has already answered this question in the media several times.

Our non-profit organization Forest for Children is also beginning to cooperate very actively with this team, especially our member Jan
Suchý, who should become a direct member
of the Brown Bear Intervention Team, which is
a great honor and recognition of our well-done work through our association. Honza has
already completed more than 30 official day
and night trips with this Intervention Team.
During these field events, the team basically
performs two basic tasks. It documents everything from communication with the public to
the scaring of the bear itself. It helps with the
monitoring of problematic individuals, both in
the built-up area and in the non built-up area
of the affected municipalities with the help of
photo traps of the Eye of the Bear program.
Thanks to these individual trips, Honza also
gains experience in the field of scaring and a
kind of re-education of synanthropic (accustomed to humans) bears, which could lead to the
creation of an assisting external intervention
team by our non-profit organization in the future. We have the equipment for this and we
are gradually gaining experience.
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The focus of our attention and field activities are also
directed on illegal feeding of wild animals, which very
often can stimulate synanthropic behavior in brown bears. There is a direct link between this way of behavior
of some hunters and the synanthropy of bears, based
on the habituation of these individuals to atypical food,
which they are later forced to look for in containers,
garbage cans, in short, close to people. As Forest for
Children CZ association in cooperation with our colleagues from Forest for Children SK association, we also
try to point this out on a large scale, but at the same
time we try to solve this problem by working directly in
the field. In practice, this work consists of finding feeding places and of the subsequent submission of suggestions for investigation to the competent authorities.
The Slovak Hunting Chamber was also informed about
some of our reports, which has the prerequisites for resolving these offenses, but so far we have not encountered any cooperation on its part, both in the field and in
the investigation of individual cases. On the other hand,
it should be noted that a number of feeding cases we
have reported have been brought to a successful conclusion in the form of a fine. In addition to the search
for these outbreaks, the team inspects already mapped
problem areas, where some of them have already been
repaired for a long time, so feeding is not recorded at all
for several months in a row.
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Our monitoring team Eye of the Bear is gradually acquiring theoretical knowledge in the field of
brown bear biology, its telemetric monitoring or
rescue programs in the form of bear centers. The
existence of these centers, where it is possible to
place injured or handicapped bears, for so-called
“finishing of their days”, or cubs, where there is
a real chance to return to the wild, is a common
practice in European countries with brown bears.
In Slovakia, the construction of such a center is
still in its infancy and everything currently exists
only on paper. However, the Forest for Children
Association is there and is giving a helping hand
to the Ministry of the Environment of the Slovak
Republic. Our staff from the Eye of the Bear project, in cooperation with the Intervention Team
and with their complete documentation technology, went to a location where this center could be
established in the future. We subsequently created a short informational and motivational excerpt
from the recorded material, which became part of
the position for the Ministry of the Environment of
the Slovak Republic, which should reach the table
directly to Minister Ján Budaj.
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NEKŔM

A NEW APPLICATION FROM COLLEAGUES FROM
THE FORESTS FOR CHILDREN SK
The NEKŔM application! was created
to detect illegal and inappropriate feedings, which causes wild animals to
get used to human food.

WHY IS ANIMAL FEEDING A PROBLEM?
Feeding in forests is a big problem in
Slovakia. Improper food causes health
problems to animals, the spread of diseases and often even the death of animals. A big problem is also the habituation of animals to human food, when
they associate the smell of a person, or
the sound of a car with feeding, which
results in a total loss of shyness and
subsequent approach to human dwellings (for example, the synanthropy of
bears). Artificial feeding contributes to
an increase in the number of animals,
which causes additional problems. It
also disrupts the natural behavior and
habits of animals.

HOW DOES THE APPLICATION WORK?
It‘s quite simple. Just download it for free via Google Play,
take a picture of the find, or add a note (what you found,
distance from the hunting seat, amount…). Then all you
have to do is send it to us and we will receive your finding
with GPS coordinates, date and time. If you do not have a
signal or data at the site, the finding can be saved and sent
later.
Thanks to your help, we can, on behalf of our Forest for
Children SK association, submit a complaint to the Green
Line of the Environment and the relevant authorities, which
are obliged to address the finding further.
You can follow the results on our FB page Prales Deťom SK.

YOU CAN DOWNLOAD THE APPLICATION HERE.
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A GLIMPSE BACK AT SUMATRA
BLUE PATROL
Our endeavours in a group of islands Palau Banyak lack sufficient financial support, and lower budget forced us to rearrange and reduce
our projects, including Blue Patrol. As of now, members of Blue Patrol
guard and look after our base and equipement on the island Sikandang.
Procedures are held at minimal costs, just to provide safety for its
members and favourable outcomes. Four members of Blue Patrol
work in pairs and they switch shifts each 15 days, in order to secure
maintenance and safeguarding of the base. They also collect deposited
litter or hunt crown-of-thorns starfish, that spread rapidly, again, in
the whole group of islands.
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MONITORING WITH VLADIMIR ČECH
At the turn of May and June 2021, we initiated wonderful cooperation with wild nature photographer Vladimír Čech jr. Vladimír constructs innovative photo traps and we use them in special monitoring of wild spieces of animals in reservation Green life. We are
after high resolution shots of sumatran tiger. Historically, it was
achieved only once. But photo traps, that are positioned in reservation, capture also other inhabitants in the reservation Green Life
and we are just as excited to spot them.
We dragged our feet for a few months, due to strict conditions
of entry to Indonesia that are in force at the moment, and rough
weather conditions in rainforest. But despite the obstacles, at last,
we managed to take photos of a whole range of wild inhabitants of
the reservation. But we still await the king of the rainforest.
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RANGER DAY
On July 31, on the occasion of World Ranger Day, we paid
tribute, like every other year, to all brave guardians, who are
nature´s frontline defenders and lost their life in the line of
duty.
On this day, we honour the fallen - defenders, rangers and
conservationists, but we also show respect for courage,
persistence and loyalty of all other champions, who are determined and dedicated to preserve favourable life conditions for us and future generations.

OUTDOOR SCHOOL PROGRAM
Outdoor School, three days-long educational program and
mentorship for children aged 13 and above and university
students, who live in neighbourhood, strives to use presentations, documentary film screenings, follow-up discussions in Tiger House and field work in Green Life reservation,
to awaken its participants to understanding and consideration of interdependance between a man and nature.
We also published title Nature and Human Body in International Journal of Science and Research, where it is free to
download. This educational and promotional publication is
available in English, Czech and Indonesian.
Furthermore, we signed a contract of cooperation with National University of North Sumatra in Medan (UINSU – Universiti Islam Negeri Sumatera Utara) and we negotiate terms and conditions of possible future cooperation with other
institutions. Signed contract covers three key areas: research, education and socialization. All key areas are going to
be applicable in our reservation Green Life, in protected area
NPGL and in cooperation with local communities.
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COMMUNITY
Step by step, huge improvement in relations between local
community and nature protection has been made. Local
people established an organisation called „Komunitas Cinta Alam“ (Community of nature lovers), whose members
regularly and voluntarily clean plastic litter in village Batu
Katak and share their knowledge about plastics with other
locals. Moreover, they sometimes participate by side of
Green Patrol on random antipoaching activities in buffer
zones along national park Gunung Leuser.
We intend to cultivate our bond with community through
shared ideas and projects and to push the boundaries of
our cooperation. We consider projects, such as ecological
plastic waste incinerator, recycling units or project of river
and the river basin restoration. We want to share our experience and expertise and the possibility of cooperation
with National Forrestry administration (KPH)and universities, including participation of students, in our support of
these projects.
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GREEN PATROL
Safeguarding and maintenance of Green Life reservation
is being carried out by Green Patrol steadily and well amid
minor obstacles.
Members of the patrol are on the alert and act fast in case
of emergency thanks to new, tried and tested 4G photo
traps (OXE Spider 5G), that guard access paths. Among
other things, Green Patrol was recently involved in hands-on rescue and release of a protected eagle into the wild.
The eagle was being held captive illegaly by a poacher in
neighbouring village, and he intended to sell the eagle on
a black market. The rescue took place in cooperation with
National Nature Protection and the eagle was released
into NP Gunung Leuser.
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PROJECT TIGER GUARD
Tiger Guard Project is commited to protect sumatran tiger population within range, and we continue to build enclosures for
livestock in order to avoid their loss, but above all, bring about
responsibility in locals for their own assests. This measure of
loss prevention reduces sustainably negative outlook on tigers
and animosity towards them. Previously, people let their cows
graze in forests and tigers started to hunt them. There was a
risk that tigers will become accustomed to people.
The project also helps us to make closer ties with locals and our
patrols get on with tiger protection in a region, too. 4G photo
traps are integral and irreplaceable part of the project, because
they are able to draw our attention on time and we can focus on
a solution nearly at once.
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FAIR SEASON IS (NEARLY)

OVER AND IT WAS REWARDING

We have been holding a number of events and have taken
part in several festivals since June. We set up our information booth there and it was great! People were interested
especially in volunteer programs, but they were also curious about who we are.
Gift certificates that help us acquire land in rainforests,
and a book Little Red Riding Hood and New World attracted people the most, as ususal. But recently, it was also
donated bijou, which found its admirers among townspeople, especially among women and children. We added
these pieces of art and decoration to our range of merchandise during United Islands of Prague, a festival, which
is for the most part cultural. Visitors were free to bargain
over prices on the spot with us and now, we are almost
sold out. So, if you have a piece that you don´t hold dear
any longer, we will gladly consider your offerings for future happenings.
On some of the events, we got a chance to present ourselves and what we do, or be part of discussion panel, where
we could talk about nature protection in wider perspectives and deeper complexicity.
We achieved a lot during summer and we couldn´t have
done it without Alenka and Tereza, two mobile bodies of
our team, who prepare for and carry out such events. They
are even able to manage two events in just one day. But of
course, they would not be able to make it without help of
all other volunteers. Thank you everyone for sharing our
cause and mission of Justice for nature in your free time.
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OUR RECENT AND FUTURE PARTNERS
On our events, we strive to achieve excellence and
to measure up to public experience, so we tested
contactless payment method. Some people do not
carry cash and an App Qerko, which we used, made
the donation or purchase of our merchandise possible.
We met also with our new partners from Nekáva
– Orzo coffee s.r.o. on Náplavka. Our cooperation
is fresh, but they seized it eagerly. You can find our
logo on the packaging of Nekáva pruducts and support our mission with each purchase.
We did not laze around in terms of networking, too,
and we approached new potential business partners. We hope to team up with more companies,
whose hearts beat on similar wavelengths, and establish interesting future cooperation, that will not
only serve us, but also members of JfN Club.

WHERE COULD YOU MEET US
DURING SUMMER?
19.6. Yoga marathon
20.6. Veggie Náplavka NOW
25 a 26. 6. United Islands of Prague
30.7 - 1.8. WRD Panská skála
14.8. Divine festival
28.8. Vegan fest
29.8. Vegan Expo
29.8. (d)eco fest
5.9. Veggie Náplavka NEW
12.9. Sustainability festival in Manifesto
18.9. Veget Fest Strakonice
23.9. CharityGarageSale & Tea & Bass

WE ARE THANKFUL TO YOU FOR YOUR ASSISTANCE WITH STANDS. NAMELY:
Alena Bendová, Tereza Humešová, Bára Šrámková, Marek a Soňa Kawecki, Petra Hnátková, Michal
Bielik, Monika Tošnerová, Petr Coubal, Jan Suchý, Denisa Adamírová, Lenka Pečánková,
Marek Wolf, manželé Popelářovi, Klára Hamalčíková.
WE COULDN´T HAVE DONE IT WITHOUT YOU!
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NEKÁVA
We are really grateful to have Nekáva – Orzo coffee, Czech
family business and an ethical brand, as our new partner and
a new member of JfN Club.
With each purchase you make from NEKÁVA e-shop, you are
not only supporting sustainable product, but also our cause
and mission beyond consumerism. Members of JfN Club get
a discount on their products.

WHAT IS NEKÁVA?
Nekáva blends together modern
espresso essence, traditional taste of corn and sound principles and
values, that are required to grow high-quality food. Chicory coffee and
other types of ersatz coffee, made
of various plants, were already
used by our grandparents.
Nekáva is valued for its unique caffeine free composition, and impressive qualities of barley. You
can easily enjoy your cup in a form
of ristretto, espresso, americano,
lungo or cappuccino, latte or refreshing cold brew. You can add sugar,
or combine it with milk or its plant
alternatives according to your taste.
Nekáva is suitable also for pregnant
and breast-feeding women and for
children

NEKÁVA IS INTENED FOR:
•

Everyone with caffeine intolerance

•

„Classic“ coffee lovers, who like to dillute their daily caffeine
intake

•

Everyone, who doesn´t want to jump start with caffeine in
their bodies or who doesn´t want to be kept awake at night

•

All fans of healthy living

•

Pregnant or breast-feeding women and for children

•

Everyone, who is carving out time to relax and everyone savouring naturally caffeine free espresso

We believe that NEKÁVA will find its place in a good many caffeine
free cups, just as it found its place in some of our own cups.
We are very thankful to NEKÁVA for our new cooperation.
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HUSKY
In June 2020, Czech company Husky donated various
outdoor equipment of our choice to us. The donation
supports world´s rangers and conservation projects. We
were gifted with new or ligtly used sleeping bags, backpacks, sleeping mats and tents, seats and tables. All of
the items will soon find their new owners and purpose.
We hope that their new owners will be glad to receive
such gifts and that the equipement will make their life
easier in rough terrain, so we will be able to bring good
feedback to our partners in HUSKY.
We are very thankful to HUSKY for their generosity.
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A GLIMPSE BACK AT

GREEN LIFE PARTY
Green Life Party took place between June
11 and 13 in Lhotka, a village in Vysočina.
The premises seemed to be tailor-made for
our purposes. Our visitors could play basketball, voleyball or table tennis, they could
do yoga or try their hand at paddleboarding
in a nearby pond . They could rest on grass,
listen to music and dance. There was also
a chance, for those, who were interested,
to climb a tree under supervision and with
guidance of Jenda Janoušek, our great tree
climber.
Attendance was plentiful this year, youngsters included, who also had many opportunities to entetain themselves.
Besides sports activities, we also presented
our ongoing projects and introduced our vision that shape our work in Costa Rica.

Our friends and colleagues and excellent chefs from
VeggieDick, who are based in Mikulov, prepared delicious vegan food for all of us. We also had beer and
wine and moreover, a 50l barrel of inviting craft beer,
brewed by our former super volunteer Nikola Husková,
that she donated to us!
We also organized well-liked tombola and our partners
Grizly Organikk, Včelobal, Mobake, Wild & Coco and for
the first time Nekáva made their contributions.
Unscheduled auction of gifts from our visitors was a
highlight of our party. Thanks to your generosity, tombola and auction we raised incredible 98.000 CZK to
support our activities. We definetely have not expected
such great results. Thank you!
Prales Dětem and all its member thank you!
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MOVIE EYE OF THE BEAR
WAS BORN
Producer: Perun Cinematic
Directed by: Peter Bursa a Jakub Mičuch
Screenplay written by: Peter Bursa a Jakub Mičuch

In 2020, a group of young creatives found out
about our monitoring program in Slovakia and
they were so impressed, that they decided to
make a movie and share their insight with wider audience. The movie depicts fragments of
our monitoring program Eye of the Bear, what
we do and why we do it, but also brings hidden
life of Slovakian wilderness closer to general
public.
But the crew has not expected to find out
about people, who play at hunters and who
in their life or death decisions, that concern
destiny of beutiful beings, use illegal, inappropriate and arguable practices, that alter eating
habits and nature of these wild creatures.
You can download movie Eye Of The Bear here.
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IN CONCLUSION:
Last year was exceptionally challenging and at the
same time successful and dynamic. We accomplished foundation of Green Life II - project and
reservation in Costa Rica, and monitoring program
Eye of Jaguar get on well, too. Situation in Sumatra is stabilized and we support the bare essentials
and wait to take the next steps to reopening of
volunteer programs in this beautiful part of the
world. In Slovakia, volunteer programs are ongoing and monitoring program Eye of a Bear runs at
full force. It pulls out all the stops to fulfill its mission to protect large predators in the region. We
also launched program Eye of Gorilla in DR Congo,
which we are very pleased with.
Packed and tight autumn program lies ahead. We
want to focus on engaging civil patrols in poison
detection in Czech countryside, on nature guards
and monitoring in Slovakia. On of our big tasks is
a promotion of volunteer programs in Costa Rica.
We opened 4 rounds of volunteer programs with
overall capacity of 48 volunteers. A whole range
of our pursuits keeps us on our toes and excited.

Follow us on our social networks
and keep up.
www.justicefornature.org
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